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ABSTRACT
During fiscal year 1972, the writer developed an auditing case
which is currently used in the course MN 4151 (Internal Control and
Auditing) at the Naval Postgraduate School. This case Involves com-
plex auditing and Internal control problems related to manufacturing
inventories and it is based upon a computer simulation model. The
case has been well received by NPS students and appears to be a very
effective teaching tool.
A teaching approach for using this simulation case is described
in an article entitled "A Computer Simulation Approach for Teaching
the Evaluation of Internal Control." This article is scheduled for
publication by the American Accounting Association early in 1974 in
the Association's forthcoming book, tentatively entitled Accounting
Education .
This report contains copies of all of the material which is neces-
sary to implement the teaching approach described in the article men-
tioned above. The purpose of this report is to make the simulation
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6INTRODUCTION
This report contains the materials referred to as the "package of
materials" in the article entitled "A Computer Simulation Approach for Teach-
ing the Evaluation of Internal Control." At the time of this writing, this
article is scheduled to appear in the American Accounting Association's
forthcoming book on accounting education.
For quick reference, the "package of materials" referred to in the
article mentioned above is located in this report as follows:
1. Computer simulation program listing— Appendix B
2. Flow charts of the computer simulation program—Figure 5 and Appendix A
3. Systems Description pages 6-25
4. List of necessary audit tests of compliance Figure 6
5. Audit memorandum pages 67 - 69
6. Four probability distributions Appendices E, F, G and H.
In addition to the materials listed above, a detailed narrative descrip-
tion of the simulation model is presented in this report at pages 29 through 66.
This description should provide the instructor the "inside knowledge" he will
need to fulfill his role-playing parts in the teaching approach.
DESCRIPTION OF THE OPERATIONS AND THE INVENTORY ACCOUNTING AND
CONTROL SYSTEM OF THE HYPOTHETICAL FIRM
DESCRIPTION OF THE OPERATIONS OF THE HYPOTHETICAL FIRM
The firm is assumed to be engaged in the machining and sales of alloy-
cast-iron pipe fittings. The firm produces a full line of over two thousand
pipe fittings in various sizes and designs. However, this case is confined
to the inventory accounting and controls related to four products from the
firm's total line. The four pipe fittings are assumed to constitute one
distinct product line of the firm. This line is sold, in large lots, primarily
to building contractors, the petroleum and chemical industry, and industrial
equipment manufacturers. The four products selected are assumed to constitute
a material percentage of total annual sales volume e They are further
assumed to be representative of the total product line of the firm for
purposes of testing the inventory accounting system. A detailed cost
build up of the four products is presented as Exhibit 1.
DESCRIPTION OF THE RAW MATERIALS ACCOUNTING AND CONTROL SYSTEM
Raw Materials Policies
All raw materials are carried on the company's records at
standard cost. At year end, the raw materials account is adjusted to
the lower of standard cost or market.
A perpetual inventory of raw material quantities on hand and on
order is maintained by the production control department. This record
is updated daily for raw material orders requisitioned, orders received
from vendors and materials requisitioned into production.
A physical inventory is taken each year on September 30. The
perpetual and financial records are adjusted to the physical inventory.
The company relies upon financial records to provide an accurate account
of inventory transactions between September 30 and the December 31 year
end.
Raw Materials Accounting and Control Procedures
Production control clerks review the raw material perpetual stock
control records and production schedule each day. They prepare purchase
order requisitions for raw materials. The size of an individual order
depends upon many factors but rarely exceeds three hundred units. Com-
pany, policy is to maintain approximately a two month's supply of raw
material on hand at all times. This policy safeguards against raw
material shortage and supply problems.
8EXHIBIT 1
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Total standard dir. lbr.
charge
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.04 hr. .06 hr.
$6.20/hr. $6.20/hr.
$ .2480 $ .3720
.04 hr. .07 hr.
$5.60/hr. $5.60/hr.
$ .2240 $ .3920
$ .5960 $ .8940 $ .4720 $ .7640
.09 hr.
$12.85/hr. $12.85/hr.
$ .7710 $ 1.1565
.04 hr. .06 hr.
$11.40/hr. $11.40/hr.
$ .4560 $ .6840
Department II







Total Unit Standard Cost
.04 hr. .06 hr. .04 hr. .07 hr.
$51.55/hr. $51.55/hr.
$ 2.0620 $ 3.0930
$ 2.8330 $ 4.2495
$ 16.9290 $ 21.8435
$44.05/hr. $44.05/hr.
$ 1.7620 $ 3.0835
$ 2.2180 $ 3.7675
$ 9.1900 $ 12.5315
9Purchase order requisitions are prepared on a standardized two-
copy form. The original copy is forwarded to the purchasing department
and the second copy is filed in production control in a temporary-hold
file. (See Figure 1)
The purchasing agents prepare the purchase orders from the purchase
requisitions. A separate purchase order is prepared for each raw mate-
rial order. The agent obtains standard material prices from the stand-
ard cost file maintained in the cost accounting department. The pur-
chasing agent extends the purchase order and forwards it to a clerk who
distributes the individual copies of the form and prepares the vendor
copy for mailingo (See Figure 1)
The purchase order is a six-copy form. The original copy is
the vendor copy e The second copy is the accounts payable copy. The
third copy is forwarded to production control where it serves as an
open order file and is matched with the purchase requisition to con-
firm the order. The fourth copy of the purchase order is the re-
ceiving department copy. This copy is maintained by the receiving
department and compared with the shipment when the order arrives. The
fifth and sixth copies of the purchase order are filed in the pur-
chasing department. The fifth copy is filed alphabetically by vendor.
The sixth copy is filed in numerical sequence.
The orders shipped by the vendor foundries often vary slightly
from the quantities stated on the purchase order. Vendor foundries
produce the alloy castings especially for the company in accordance
with rigid specifications. Vendors often experience considerable vari-
ation in production yields and have thus obtained permission from the






































































































by the foundries vary by a material amount from quantities ordered by
the company, however, the vendor foundry is expected to contact the com-
pany for special permission to ship. If shipment is permitted, the pur-
chasing agent contacts the receiving department and the receiving copy
of the purchase order is changed to reflect the special circumstances.
Receiving department personnel inspect and weigh-count all in-
coming raw material shipments. All local vendors make delivery via
their own trucks. The exact quantity received for each shipment is
determined by the receiving department personnel and the vendor com-
pany's truck driver at the time of delivery. The procedure has been
agreed upon and followed by the company and its vendors for many years.
All orders are shipped to the company in large wooden boxes supplied by
the vendor. These boxes accompany the castings throughout the manu-
facturing process up to the point of transfer of completed castings
to finished goods inventory. After castings are transferred to finished
goods the boxes are returned to raw materials stores and are then picked
up by the vendors' truck drivers from time to time.
Receiving department personnel prepare a six-copy, pre-numbered,
receiving form for each order received. (See Figure 1) Receiving
forms are prepared chronologically in numberical sequence. The following
data are entered upon the six-copy receiving form:
1. Name of vendor
2. Purchase order reference number
3. Quantity ordered
A. Quantity received
5. Description of item




8. Signature of checker
9, Signature of truck driver
10. Date signed by truck driver
The original number one copy of the receiving form is the accounts
payable copy. The second copy is forwarded to production control for
posting to the perpetual stock control records. The third copy of the
receiving form is forwarded to the purchasing agent to confirm receipt
of the order. The fourth copy of the receiving form is placed in a
clear-plastic envelope and attached to the box containing the order.
The fifth and sixth copy of the receiving form are filed in the receiving
department. The fifth copy is filed alphabetically by vendor. The
sixth copy is filed in numerical sequence.
After receiving and inspection are completed the raw material
orders are moved to the raw materials storage area where they are
stored until use. Orders are stored in their wooden shipping boxes
in the raw materials storage area
Accounts payable clerks match vendors' invoices with receiving
reports, vendors' shippers, and the purchase order and voucher the
invoice for payment. Standard costs noted on the purchase order are
used in the vouchering operation. Inventory is charged at standard
cost extended by the quantity actually received. Purchase price vari-
ances are recorded in an appropriate price variance account. Problems
arising from a disagreement between the quantity of material received
and quantity billed are charged or credited to detailed unsettled
claims accounts at actual price» Claims are cleared by the purchasing
department.
Production orders are issued to the foreman of the department
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performing the first operation on the product. Orders are scheduled
by production control one month in adva ce and released to foreman
a week before production is scheduled to begin. Individual production
orders vary from approximately 50 units to 250 units in size but average
about one hundred fifty units. Orders larger than two hundred fifty
units'are rarely scheduled as they produce material handling problems
on the shop floor.
The company's production order is a pre-nurabered, two-copy form
(See Figure 2) All copies of the form provide spaces for the fol-
lowing information:
1. Product part number
2. ' Product description
3. Suggested number to be produced
4. Date production is to start
5. Date production is to be completed
6. Copy one only; four spaces are provided for the machine
operator's employee number and the good castings pro-
duced.
7. Copy one only; a space is provided for the weigh-counter
to record the quantity of good castings transferred to
finished goods. A space is also provided for the weigh-
counter 's signature which specifies that the previous
production count agrees closely with the weigh- count
check.
The original number one copy of the production order is the shop
copy. The second copy of the production order is filed in numerical






























































































department. The production order number and suggested production quan-
tity is cross referenced to the perpetual stock control records.
The foreman of the department involved in the first operation
on the product distributes the production orders to available operators
in his department. At the time of distribution, the foreman and machine
operator decide, in the light of the current shop-load situation, and
the suggested production control quantity, the exact quantity of raw
castings to requisition and machine When the requisitioned materials
arrive, the operator attaches the production order to the box which
contains the raw castings. This box is used to move the castings
throughout the shop up to the time the castings are transferred into
the finished goods inventory. Each time a machine operator completes
an order, he places his employee number and the quantity of good cast-
ings produced on the appropriate space of the production order form.
Production orders are not split, but are maintained in tact throughout the
production process.
Foremen of departments other than those involved in the first
operation of a product are made aware of the status of the shop and
incoming orders by a status report prepared by the production control
department every other day.
The company does not maintain tight security over the raw materials
storage area. There is no stores clerk and several raw materials hand-
lers have access to the area at all times. Company rules specify that
raw material storage is to be considered "off limits" for machine opera-
tors at all timeso It is doubtful that the policy is very effective
as no security fence or other protection devices have been installed.
A machine operator can requisition raw materials by preparing
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a material requisition obtained from his department foreman. (See
Figure 2) The raw material requisition is a three-copy, pre-numbered
form. It contains spaces for the following information:
1* Type of material requisitioned
2. Quantity requisitioned
3. Quantity of good castings produced -
4. Production order number
5. Date
6. Signature of employee
7» Signature of foreman
8. Signature of material handler
The operator completes the three-copy requisition for all of
the above information except the quantity of good castings produced,
signature of the foreman, and the signature of the material handler.
After completing the form with the above information, the operator
obtains the approval of the foreman. Upon obtaining approval, he presents
the third copy of the requisition to a raw material handler who locates
the material and moves it to the proper machine location. The machine
operator checks the material located by the material handler for pro-
priety. If agreement is reached between the material handler and the
machine operator, the material handler signs all three copies of the mate-
rial requisition and forwards the third copy to production control.
Production control updates the perpetual stock control records for the
raw material requisition and files the third copy of the requisition
by production .order.
If the machine operator completes the production order by the
end of the day, he completes the original and second copy of the form
"by filling in the actual quantity of good castings produced. He then
places both copies of the form in a hopper in the foreman's office.
If the machine operator does not complete the production order on the
same day the material is requisitioned, he holds the first and second
copy of the requisition form until the job is completed. When the produc-
tion order is complete he fills in the actual production count and disposes
of the form in the same manner previously described.
The foreman reviews the material requisition placed in a hopper
by the machine operators. His review includes a reasonableness scan
of all information included on the form and a verification of the recorded
production count. The foreman signifies that he has completed his re-
view by initialing the second copy of the form. He then files the num-
ber two copy in numerical sequence, by material requisition number.
The original copies of the material requisitions are collected
each morning by a cost accounting clerk. Cost accounting personnel
apply predetermined material cost and quantity standards to the requisi-
tions using the standard cost file. Each day the cost accounting per-
sonnel batch the costed requisitions by department and file them until
the end of the weekly reporting period. At the end of the reporting
period the weekly production report and raw material journal entry are
prepared from the batches of requisitions processed during the weeko
The raw materials account is credited at standard cost for the actual
quantity of materials requisitioned,,
DESCRIPTION OF THE WORK-IN-PROCESS ACCOUNTING AND CONTROL SYSTEM
Work-In-Process Policies
All work in process is carried on the company's records at
standard cost. A perpetual inventory of the approximate number of
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units-in-process is maintained by the production control department.
Company policy is to cease the production of new orders for one
or two days prior to the September 30 physical inventory. This policy
permits the producing departments to complete all units in process up
to the point of transfer into finished goods. All completed units not
physically transferred into finished goods at year end are physically
counted and transferred by journal entry to the finished goods inventory
account. Perpetual stock control records are adjusted to the physical
count.
Work- In-Process Accounting and Control Procedures
All raw materials enter the production process at the beginning
of the first productive operation. Accounting and control of raw mate-
rials is discussed in the raw materials section.
Direct labor and burden are applied to work-in-process inventory
at standard cost for good units produced. Physical direct labor hour
standards have been established by time-study and necessarily differ
according to the product produced. Direct labor rates vary among the
producing departments. A cost build up of the four products is pre-
sented as Exhibit 1.
Indirect labor is charged to overhead along with other manufac-
turing expenses* Overhead is applied to inventory on the basis of pre-
determined rates per standard direct labor hour charged to inventory.
Burden rates vary depending upon the producing department and the pro-
duct produced.
~ Machine" operator* s labor is handled as direct labor and charged
directly to the respective departments. Labor efficiency and rate vari-
ances are calculated by operating department and summarized on the weekly
19
operating report.
Attendance timekeeping is supervised by the cost accounting de-
partment. All factory employees, except supervisory employees, are
issued an employee number and are required to clock in and out of the
planto A cost accounting clerk supervises the. time clock procedure
and delivers the clock cards to the payroll department each morning
after the clock-in procedure is completed.
Plant production timekeeping is also supervised by the cost
accounting department. Direct labor is reported on job time tickets,
which are maintained and prepared by the direct labor employees. Ma-
chine operators are the only employees reporting on a direct labor basis.
The company's job time ticket is a three-copy form. (See Figure 3)
The form is designed to include spaces for filling in the following infor-
mation:
1. Employee number (the employee number includes a depart-
ment number prefix)
2. Job ticket number
3. Time production on the order was started
4. Time production on the order was stopped
5. Total hours worked on the production order
6 # Product part number
7. Operation number
8. Good pieces completed
9 Foreman's signature
10. Appropriate spaces for payroll'and cost accounting compu-
tations
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order number. Multiple production orders cannot be reported on the
same job time ticket. Some production orders, however, require more
than one day to complete. In such cases multiple job tickets are pre-
pared for the production order. When a production order is begun during
a given day and not completed by quitting time, a job time ticket is
prepared at the end of the day. An "I" is placed after the job ticket
number to signify that the production order is incomplete. Subsequent
job time tickets applying to this production order are distinguished
by placing a dash after the job ticket number,, The dash is followed
by a digit which indicates the number of the job time tickets which
have been filed on that particular production order. The last ticket
of a series applying to a given production order is distinguished by
a circle on the job ticket number.
Machine operators prepare a job time ticket for each production
order they complete or for production completed on an order they are
working on at the close of the day. The machine operator completes
the form for the information included in points one, through eight of
the above job time ticket description. The operator places the com-
pleted form in a hopper located on the foreman's desk. The foreman
reviews the job time ticket for propriety and reviews the production
count for reasonableness. The foreman signs the job ticket if he finds
no exceptions. During the morning of the next business day, a clerk
from cost accounting collects the authorized forms from the various
department formen and delivers them to the payroll department for pro-
cessing.
The payroll department sorts the time tickets by employee and
compares the total time charged by each employee to the total time noted
9on the employee's clock card. Idle time is isolated. Then incentive
earnings are computed and noted on each copy of the three copy job time
ticket. The payroll clerk separates the third copy of the job time
ticket form from the original and second copy. The top two copies are
forwarded to cost accounting for further processing. The payroll depart-
ment batches the third copy of the job time ticket by employee number.
Total days earnings and idle time are noted on each batch of job tickets
for future use in preparing the factory payroll* Control tapes of total
earnings and idle time by department are prepared and used to reconcile
to the daily labor distribution worksheet prepared by the cost accounting
department.
Cost accounting clerks cost the job tickets for direct labor and
burden by referencing the standard cost file.
Standards and extended charges and variances are noted on both
the number one and number two copy of the job time ticket » The daily
labor and burden distribution worksheet is updated after all the previous
days job time tickets have been costed. Labor figures appearing on the
distribution are reconciled to the daily labor control tape, prepared
by the payroll department. At the end of the weekly reporting period,
a weekly labor and burden distribution is prepared from the daily work-
sheet. The weekly distribution is reconciled to payroll department con-
trols and forwarded to general accounting for posting to the financial
records.
The original number one copy of the job ticket is sorted by de-
partment and filed by day. The number two copy is filed by job number.
All number two copies applying to incomplete production orders are filed
by job ticket number in a temporary file.
23
DESCRIPTION OF FINISHED GOODS TRANSFERS ACCOUNTING AND CONTROL SYSTEM;
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
After all operations have been completed on a production order,
material handlers move the order to the weigh station located near the
finished goods storage area. All production orders must be weigh-
counted before transfer to finished goods. The weigh-count serves as
a control over production reporting,.
The material handler conducting the weigh-count operation veri-
fies the production count on the production order attached to the wooden
box containing the finished castings. If the weigh-count differs mate-
rially from the production count, the material handler conducting the
weigh-count prepares an exception notice which he attaches to the pro-
duction order. The production order and the attached exception notice
are then transferred to production control and the order is set aside
until the actual count is ascertained. (See Figure 4) If no mate-
rial exception arises as a result of the weigh-count, the material
handler signs the production report, dates it, and forwards it to pro-
duction control. Production control updates the perpetual stock con-
trol records by subtracting the production order transferred from the work-
in-process file, at the original suggested quantity, and by adding the
actual quantity transferred to the finished goods stock control record.
All entries to the unit stock control records are cross-referenced to
production order numbers.
If an exception notice accompanies the production order, the ex-
ception is investigated and resolved before the perpetual records are
updated. Employees from production control act as mediators between
production foremen, operators, and the employee operating the weigh-
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for resolved correction notices in the same manner described for approved
finished goods transfers.
After the perpetual records have been updated, production control
stamps the production order and correction notices "transferred" and
forwards them to the cost accounting department. Cost accounting per-
sonnel cost the transfer and prepare a daily transfer worksheet which
recaps the day's transfers and exception notices processed. At the end
of the weekly reporting period the worksheet is used to prepare the weekly
finished goods inventory transfer journal entry. This entry is forwarded
to general accounting for posting to the financial records.
RESULTS OF THE AUDITOR'S INTERNAL CONTROL REVIEW
It is assumed that the auditor's preliminary internal control
review has been conducted and that audit tests of transactions have
been performed on certain areas of the accounting system. It is
further assumed that the following strengths and weaknesses were noted
during the internal control review of the raw materials, work-in-process,
and transfers from work-in-process to finished goods areas.
STRONG POINTS NOTED DURING THE INTERNAL CONTROL REVIEW
1. General accounting controls and procedures are well designed.
Audit tests of transactions in the general accounting area have been
conducted. The system was found to be functioning as described. No
weaknesses or irregularities were discovered in general accounting
The term internal control review refers to the auditor's pre-
liminary assessment of the internal controls in effect. The internal
control review is considered to include such auditing procedures as
observation and inquiry but no testing of transactions. It is assumed
that the results of the internal control review are summarized in memo-
randum form.
26
procedures related to inventory.
2. Cost accounting procedures and controls related to the pre-
paration of general accounting inventory posting summaries, daily and
weekly labor and burden distributions and attendance and shop timekeeping
activities are well designed. Audit tests have been employed on these
cost accounting processes and no irregularities were discovered.
3. Procedures and controls related to the maintenance of the
perpetual stock control records were reviewed and tested. Controls
are adequate and no exceptions were uncovered by the tests employed.
WEAKNESSES NOTED DURING THE INTERNAL CONTROL REVIEW
1. Discussions with plant personnel indicate that receiving and
inspection personnel do not physically check all incoming shipments
in accordance with company procedure. Receiving personnel are said
to accept the vendor's count without question in many cases.
2. The company policy prohibiting machine operators from enter-
ing the raw materials stores area is not being followed. Three machine
operators were sighted in the raw materials stores area during the in-
ternal control review; This situation represents a material weakness
in control over production reporting. This weakness could permit employees
to requisition excessive materials to cover spoilage and elevated pro-
duction reporting. Under the present situation it is possible for machine
operators to return excessive materials, used to conceal elevated pro-
duction reporting, to stores without being noticed.
3. The standard cost file was scanned for general housekeeping
propriety during the internal control review of cost accounting controls
and procedures. The internal control review indicated that the file is
in poor condition. For example, the reviewer found many standard cost
Q 7
"cards had been filed under incorrect product line categories. This situ-
ation could cause erroneous costing as similar products with similar
physical characteristics and nearly identical part numbers carry differ-
ent standard costs, depending on their product line.
The reviewer also noticed that cost clerks have revised standard
cost cards by lining out the original typed standard figure and filling
in the new standard with colored ink. In many instances several revi-
sions have been made, and it is difficult to determine the proper
authorized standard cost.
Current company procedures do not require that costing applica-
tions be double checked by a second employee. There is a very heavy
costing workload. In general, the internal control review indicates
that there is a material weakness in control over costing operations.
5. Current company procedures require the purchasing agent to
consult the standard cost file in the preparation of raw material pur-
chase orders. Company procedures should be changed to restrict access
to the standard cost file solely to cost accounting personnel.
6. The internal control review tended to indicate that operating
foremen do not maintain proper control over raw material requisitions.
During the internal control review, stacks of blank material requisitions,
all pre-signed by the respective foremen, were noted on the desks of two
departmental foremen. Employees were observed taking forms from the stack
at their discretion. The foremen involved could not produce number two
file copies of the material requisitions for review. Current company
procedure stipulates that foremen should review the quantity of material
requisitioned for reasonableness in relation to the suggested production
order size. This procedure is designed to allow the shop foremen and
8machine operators some flexibility in determining the exact production
order size in light of current shop floor status. The procedure also
serves as a control over raw materials requisitioned and production
reported. These factors contribute materially to weak control over
production reporting.
7. The internal control review tended to indicate that foremen
do not check production counts noted on the job time ticket in accord-
ance with prescribed company procedure. This situation represents an
additional threat to control over production reporting.
8. Observations and inquiries conducted during the internal con-
trol review indicated that the material handler, who conducts the weigh-
count operation on stock transferred to finished goods, does not per-
form his duties in accordance with prescribed company procedures.
Pressure from machine operators is said to have caused him to become
somewhat lax in his duties.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER SIMULATION MODEL
OF THE INVENTORY ACCOUNTING AND CONTROL SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION TO THE SIMULATION MODEL OF THE SYSTEM
The simulation model is designed to represent the activity of the
inventory accounting and control system as described over a nine-month time
period. The model design incorporates the internal control weaknesses as
assumed and described in the preceding section of this paper. These weak-
nesses are incorporated in such a manner that they cause the model to generate
and to process various accounting documents erroneously. This, in turn,
causes the computer simulation model to generate unreliable ending inventory
balances.
The computer simulation program is designed to print out summaries of
all of that detailed information which is needed to perform audit tests of
the transactions processed by the system simulation model. Detailed descrip-
tions of this information are given later in this paper.
A brief description of the operational characteristics of the model
is given in Figure 5. Figure 5 is cross-referenced to a more detailed
procedural flow chart of the model which appears in Appendix A. The
procedural flow chart in Appendix A is further cross-referenced to a copy of
the computer simulation program which also appears in Appendix B. The
variable names, operating characteristics and parameters of the computer
simulation program are described in detail in a variable name dictionary
also presented in Appendix C.
As Figure 5 indicates, the scope of the model has been
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FIGURE 5
OPERATIONAL FLOW CHART OF THE SYSTEM
SIMULATION MODEL
1* 2**
Dimension computer memory for all subscripted variables.
Establish printed out-put formats.
Initialize subscripted variables to zero,
Establish beginning inventories of raw materials work-in-
process and finished goods to proper levels.
Set parameters for' the total units of each of the four types
of raw materials to be received during the period, the total
units of each of the four types of products to be produced
during the period, and the total units of each of the four
products to be transferred from work-in-process into fin-
ished goods inventory during the period.
Establish correct and erroneous standard costs for each of
the four types of raw materials.
* Description reference number for this flow chart.
** Cross reference to description reference number of
detailed procedural flow chart of Appendix A.
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FIGURE 5 Con't.
Establish correct and erroneous material, labor, burden, and
total unit standard costs for each of the four types of
products to be produced.
8
Initialize work-in-process material, labor, and burden
accumulators to zero.
Set parameters establishing the mean and standard deviation
of shipment sizes for each of the four types of raw materials
to be received. Shipment sizes are assumed to be normally
distributed.
10 4,5
Generate the number of units shipped for each individual raw
material shipment from a normal distribution in accordance
with the shipment size parameters previously established.
For each type of raw material, continue to generate individ-
ual shipments until the accumulated total number shipped, of
each of the four types of raw materials, equals the respec-





Simulate the p reparation of the receiving form by the
receiving and inspection department by processing each
shipment previously gene-rated. Cause errors to occur in





Print the SUMMARY OF SHIPMENTS RECEIVED AND RECEIVING REPORTS
PROCESSED IN TERMS OF UNITS.
13 10,11,12,13
Simulate the procedures employed by the purchasing agent in
applying raw material price standards to the purchase order.
Cost each receiving report .previously generated and cause
errors to occur in the application of raw material price
standards. Maintain a CONTROL record over the errors gener-
ated by the receiving and inspection operation and the cost-
ing operation by applying correct standard material costs to
original shipments previously generated.
14 12,13
Extend the quantity received, recorded on each receiving
report, by the standard material cost previously generated.
Update the REPORTED raw material inventory by adding the.
accumulated amount of all extended receiving forms processed
to the beginning raw material inventory. Extend all ship-
ments received by the appropriate correct standard material
cost. Update the CONTROL raw material inventory by adding
the accumulated amount of all extended receiving forms pro-
cessed to the beginning raw material inventory CONTROL record
15 14
Print the LISTING OF SHIPMENTS RECEIVED AND RECEIVING REPORTS
PROCESSED; PRICED AND EXTENDED AT STANDARD COST.
16 15-20
Generate the number of units actually produced for each produc
tion order processed during the period. The size of production
orders is assumed to follow a normal distribution with mean of
150 units and at standard deviation of 35 units. For each of
the four types of products, production orders are generated
until the accumulated quantity produced equals the previously





Simulate the preparation of job time tickets applying to each
production order. Reprocess each production order quantity,
previously generated, and generate production counts for
Department I and Department II applicable to the production
order. The simulation process is designed to overstate some
production counts generated. These errors- occur in accordance
with pre-defined probability distributions. The production
counts generated are assumed to be those noted on the job time




Simulate the procedures employed by the cost accounting depart-
ment in applying labor and burden standards to the job time
tickets. Direct labor and burden standards are applied to
each job time ticket. Errors occur in the application of
standards in accordance with pre-defined probability distri-
butions. Maintain a CONTROL record over the errors generated
by the production count operation and the costing operation
by applying appropriate correct labor and burden standards to
the production orders previously generated.
19 26,33
Update the REPORTED work-in-process inventory for labor and
burden charges resulting from the processing of job time
tickets generated for Departments I and II. This is accom-
plished by extending the reported production count on each
job time ticket by the labor and burden standards applied
and accumulating the extended labor and burden charges for
all time tickets processed. Update the CONTROL work-in-proc-
ess inventory in a similar manner by extending the actual
production quantities generated for each production order by
correct standard costs.
20 27,34
Print the PRODUCTION ORDER SUMMARY FOR THE PERIOD for Depart-




Generate actual material usage for each production order manu-
factured during the period. Actual material usage is assumed
to equal target for the actual quantity produced for each
production order. No scrap or spoilage is assumed to occur.
22 38
Generate the quantity of raw materials requisitioned for each
production order manufactured during the period. This quantity
is always the same as the production count recorded by Depart-
ment I. It is assumed that excessive raw materials are requi-
sitioned and used to cover overstated production reporting.
Excessive materials not used in production are assumed to be
returned to raw material stores by the machine operators.
These returns are unauthorized.
23 39,40
Simulate the procedures employed by the cost accounting
department in applying raw material standards to raw material
requisitions. Errors occur in the application of standards
to material requisitions in accordance with pre-defined prob-
ability distributions. Maintain a CONTROL record over the
errors caused by faulty reporting of quantities of raw mate-
rial used in production and the application or erroneous
standard costs. Apply correct raw material standards to the
actual raw material usage figures previously generated.
2A 41,42
Update the REPORTED raw materials and work-in-process inven-
tories by accumulating the extended quantity of raw materials
requisitioned for each production order. This process assumes
that machine operators in Department I always report produc-
tion counts equal to the number of units of material they
requisition for an order. Update the CONTROL raw materials
and work-in-process inventories by accumulating the extended





Print the MATERIAL REQUISITION SUMMARY,
26 49,50,51,52,61,69
Simulate the weigh-count operations involved in transferring
production orders from work-in-process inventory to finished
goods. Process and transfer all production orders-in-process,
for each of the four types of products, up .to the point where
the accumulated total units of each product actually trans-
ferred equals the limit established for the total units to be
transferred during the period. The remaining units not trans-
ferred are assumed to be fully complete but not formally
transferred. Erroneous reporting in the weigh-count operation
is simulated by transferring all production orders, not con-
taining a production miscount of more than 20 units, at the
erroreous production count figures. All orders containing a
production count error in excess of 20 units are adjusted to
the correct count and then transferred.
27 55,56,63,64
Simulate the cost accounting procedures employed in applying
standard costs to production orders transferred to finished
goods. Errors occur in the application of standard costs to
production orders transferred in accordance with pre-defined
probability distributions. Errors also occur in adjusting
for production count errors noted by the weigh-count opera-
tion. Work-in-process material, labor and burden accounts
are adjusted as if the total production count error origi-
nated in Department I. Maintain a CONTROL record over the
errors caused by faulty production reporting and cost account-
ing operations by applying the correct standard cost to the







Update the REPORTED work-in-process and finished goods inven-
tories by accumulating the unreliable extended value of the
goods reported as transferred on each production order. Work-
in-process inventory is credited for material labor, and bur-
den and finished goods is charged with full standard cost.
Adjustments are also made for production count errors noted by
the weigh-count operation.
Update the CONTROL work- in- process and finished goods inven-
tories by accumulating the CONTROL extended value of the actual
units transferred.
29 60,68




Print FINAL SUMMARY REPORT.
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restricted to activity related to the four products and their re-
spective component raw materials previously selected for audit testing
purposes. The total nine-months activity for these items is summarized
in Exhibits 2, 3, and 5.
Most of the nine-month activity total figures presented in
Exhibits 2, 3 and 5 have been treated as parameters of the
system simulation model. How these figures serve as parameters of the
model is best explained in the context of a specific example.
As is explained in detail in the subsequent section of this paper
which deals with the model's operating characteristics, the model has
been designed to generate, internally, individual raw material shipments.
Each shipment generated contains a specified quantity of one of the
four types of raw materials. For the case of each of the four types
of raw material, the model is designed to continue the generation of in-
dividual shipments until the accumulated total quantity of units shipped
generated equals the respective "units received during the period" figure
given in Exhibit 2.
Many of the other figures which appear in Exhibits 2, 3 and
5 have also been treated as parameters of the model in similar manner.
The specific figures which have been treated as parameters will be men-
tioned in the following sections of this paper.
MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS OF THE SIMULATION MODEL OF THE SYSTEM
As Figure 5 illustrates, the focus of the simulation model
is the preparation and processing of individual raw material receiving
forms, raw material requisition forms, job time tickets, and production
orders. Accounting procedures and processes related to the preparation
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recap worksheets, control tapes, and ledger accounts are not represented
by the model. These documents are ignored as it is assumed that they
are accurately prepared. This assumption is in agreement with the as-
sumed results of the preliminary internal control review discussed in the
preceding section of this paper.
Procedures and controls related to the sales and withdrawal of
finished goods inventory are also assumed to present no threat to the
reliability of the inventory balances generated by the system. Thus,
all of the accounting processes related to the sales and withdrawal of
finished goods inventory are assumed to operate in an error-free manner.
This assumption eliminates the necessity of a detailed representation
of the above accounting processes in the model. Instead, the model treats
total withdrawals for the nine-month period as a parameter and makes
one adjustment to finished goods available for sale for the entire
period's sales. Total withdrawals from finished goods inventory for the
nine-month period for each of the four products is shown in Exhibit " 5.
If the above assumption had not been made, it would have been necessary
to include all of the detailed procedures related to the sales and with-
drawal of finished goods inventory in the design of the model. These
additional detailed procedures would have caused the resultant model des-
criptions to be unreasonably long.
The model is designed on the assumption that all productive
activity during the period actually takes place at perfect predetermined
standard levels and that no manufacturing cost accounting variances
actually arise. This assumption is merely arbitrary and is not crucial
to the purpose of this case.
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Other assumptions of the model will be introduced in the context
of the following sections which describe the operating characteristics
of the model. This will be done for further clarification.
THE OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SIMULATION MODEL
Most of the unreliable processes assumed to result from weaknesses
in internal control, are represented in the model as stochastic (proba-
bilistic) processes. These stochastic processes are designed either to
cause the model to generate production reporting errors or to apply,
erroneously, incorrect standard costs to various documents generated
by the model. The computer simulation program is designed to maintain
a dual accounting record of each transaction processed. One record is
maintained of the data subjected to, or generated by, the unreliable
stochastic processes. These data will be referred to as the "REPORTED"
data. A second record is maintained as a control. The data included
in the control record is always correctly processed. It never includes
any error. These data will be referred to as the "CONTROL" data.
Detailed descriptions of the stochastic processes incorporated in the
model are included in the variable name dictionary which appears in
Appendix C.
Raw Material Shipments and Units Produced
for a Given Production Order
Raw material shipments and units produced for a given production
order are treated as external inputs (exogenous variables) to the model.
As Figure 5 indicates, the computer simulation program generates normal-
ly distributed individual shipments for all four raw materials. The
program is designed to continue the generation of individual shipments
until the accumulated total quantity shipped, for each raw material,
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equals the pre-established total quantity to be received for the nine-
month period. The total quantity to be received for the period for each
raw material is treated as a parameter of the model and is shown in
Exhibit 2.
The number of units produced for a given production order are
also generated by the simulation program in a manner similar to that
described for raw material shipments. The major difference is that units
produced on a given production order are generated, one production order
at a time, then further processed; whereas all shipments are generated
before further processing begins. This fact is not clearly indicated
by Figure 5 but it is shown in the procedural flow chart of the model
which appears in Appendix A.
The quantity of raw materials included in each shipment and the
number of units produced for a given production order are assumed to
follow normal distributions with specified means and standard deviations.
The means and standard deviations are treated as parameters of the model,,
The means and standard deviations of the various normal distributions
incorporated in the model are presented in Exhibit 6.
The computer simulation program generates normally distributed
2
random variates by using the Monte Carlo technique. The computer pro-
gram carries out the Monte Carlo process by generating a random variate
3
from a standard normal distribution using the following direct approach:
2
The Monte Carlo technique is a procedure for generating a sequence
of random observations from a specified probability distribution, given
a sequence of uniformly distributed random numbers. The uniformly dis-
tributed random numbers fall between the limits of zero and one. A more
detailed explanation of the Monte Carlo method is presented in Van Court
Hare, Jr., System Analysis: A Diagnostic Approach
,
(New York, New York:
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1967), pp. 377-87.
3
Thomas H. Naylor, Joseph L. Balintly, Donald S. Burdick, and
Kong Chu, Computer Simulation Techniques
,
(New York: John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., 1966), p. 95.
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EXHIBIT 6
THE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE
NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS USED FOR THE RAW






Raw Material Number 1
Raw Material Number 2
Raw Material Number 3
Raw Material Number 4














XI •= (-2 x log a) x cosine (2 x b)
Where:
XI a random variate from a standard normal distribu-
tion and, a and b = pseudo-random numbers between and 1.
The computer program then converts the random variate (XI) from the
standard normal form to the normal form with the desired mean and stand-
ard deviation by using the following formula:*
X =(Xlx <r)+ u
Where:
XI = a random variate from a standard normal distribution and,
X = the desired random variate from the desired normal dis-
tribution and, 0^= the specified standard deviation of the
desired normal distribution, established as a parameter of the
model and, u = the desired mean of the desired normal dis-
tribution established as a parameter of the model.
Receiving and Inspection Operations
The model is designed to simulate receiving and inspection opera-
tions by generating a receiving and inspection count for each raw mate-
rial shipment created. Weaknesses in internal control over receiving
and inspection operations are incorporated in the design of the model
and result in the recording of unreliable receiving and inspection counts.
The unreliable counting process is represented by stochastic processes
designed into the model. The computer simulation program uses the Monte
Carlo technique to determine whether or not a given shipment is to be
erroneously recorded. The stochastic process is designed in such a manner
that each shipment processed has a twenty-five per cent chance of being
erroneously recorded on the receiving and inspection form. When the
computer simulation program determines that an error is to occur on a
given shipment, it understates the receiving and inspection count by an
amount equal to ten per cent of the correct quantity shipped. This pro-
cess is not designed to represent all the complex nuances which might
surround a given receiving and inspection operation in a real world
situation. It is designed to represent the central tendency of a receiv-
ing and inspection department to understate recorded receipts because
assumed employees are lax in performing physical test counts of all ship-
ments received. This tendency certainly exists in a great many systems
in the real world. A detailed explanation of the operating characteris-
tics of the model related to the receiving and inspection operations
is given in the variable name dictionary which appears in Appendix C.
Production Reporting of Units Produced
The inventory accounting and control system, described in the
beginning of this papers requires machine operators to record pro-
duction counts of good units produced for each production order pro-
cessed. These production counts are recorded on the raw material
requisition, job time tickets and the number one copy of the production
order applying to the particular production order being processed.
As explained in the internal control review section of this paper,
internal control over production reporting is assumed to be quite lax.
Lax control over production counting procedures is considered in the
design of the simulation model. This poor control is assumed to result
in overstatements of production counts in Departments I and II. This
situation is represented in the simulation model by stochastic processes.
The computer simulation program uses the Monte Carlo technique
to determine which production orders are to be erroneously reported
by the producing departments,.
<J L
The stochastic process applying to Department I is designed in
such a manner that each production order processed by Department I has
a fifteen per cent chance of being recorded erroneously. When the simu-
lation program determines that an error is to occur in the recording of
a production count in Department I, it overstates the production count
by ten per cent of the actual quantity produced.
The production reporting system described in the first part of
this paper requires that the production counts of Department I be
recorded on the number one copy of the original production order.
This copy of the production order is attached to the units being pro-
duced. This number one copy of the production order follows the units
throughout the manufacturing process. Erroneous production counts,
recorded by Department I are assumed to be noted on this traveling
production order. Thus, approximately fifteen per cent cf the traveling
orders are assumed to enter Department II with an overstated Department
I production count written on the traveling production order. The
simulation model is designed under the assumption that employees of
Department II cover-up for overstatements made by employees of Depart-
ment I. When an overstated production order enters Department II, the
employees do not correct the Department I count. The Department II
employees report the overstated Department I count as the Department II
count. In the case of those orders not overstated by Department I,
however, overstatements may arise in Department II.
The stochastic process applying to Department II is designed in
such a manner that each production order (except those orders on which
errors occurred in Department I) has an eight per cent chance of being
erroneously reported. When the computer simulation program determines
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that an error is to occur, it overstates the Department II production
count by five per cent of the quantity actually produced.
The stochastic processes representing unreliable production re-
porting in Departments I and II are not designed to take into account
all of the variables which might contribute to unreliable production
reporting in a real world situation. The processes are designed to
represent the central tendency of a system to overstate production
counts given the assumed weaknesses in control." Machine operators are
assumed to be prone to overstate production to achieve higher incentive
wages and favorable labor efficiency variances. The model assumes that
direct labor is always charged to the job at the target amount for the
actual units produced. Thus, overstatements in the quantity reported
as produced causes favorable labor efficiency variances to arise. As
previously mentioned, the model does not maintain a record of the vari-
ances arising over the period. It is strictly concerned with accounting
for inventory at standard costs. Overstated production counts there-
fore result in erroneous, overstatements of inventory.
Production Reporting; Material Requisitions
As indicated in Figure 5, the simulation model also includes
processes which are assumed to represent the results of lax control
exercised over the preparation and processing of raw material requisi-
tions and the poor physical controls exercised over the raw materials
storage area.
The simulation model is designed under the assumption that De-
partment I machine operators always report a production count which is
equal to the quantity of raw materials they requisition and receive
for a production order. However, the model is further designed so that,
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in the case of some production orders, it causes the machine operators
actually to produce less units than they report. Where this occurs,
an overstated production count results. It is assumed that machine opera-
tors are motivated to overstate production counts in order to achieve
more favorable operating reports and higher incentive wages.
If a machine operator were to overstate production counts in ac-
cordance with the previously described procedure, the overstatement
might be noticed by management because the machine operator would possess
excessive raw materials. For the case of the hypothetical system and
the system simulation model, it is assumed that machine operators con-
ceal overstated production counts by returning the resultant excessive,
unused raw materials to the raw materials storage area. The returns
of excessive raw material are assumed to be unauthorized and not recorded
on the firm's financial records. This violation of procedure can occur
because (a) the Department I foreman does not check closely the recorded
production counts, (b) poor control is exercised over the raw materials
storage area, and (c) the weigh-count operation is not properly conducted.
A detailed description of the operating characteristics related
to the processing of raw material requisitions is given in the variable
name dictionary which appears in Appendix C. A detailed description
of the manner in which the computer simulation program processes raw
material requisitions is given in the procedural flow chart of Appendix
A.
Production Reporting; Finished Goods Transfers
As indicated in Figure II-5, the computer simulation program
transfers production orders, for each of the four products, from work-
in-process to finished goods inventory. It accomplishes this work by
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processing all the production orders for one product classification
before proceeding to the next. For each of the four product classifi-
cations, the program chronologically transfers production orders until
the control record of the accumulated total units transferred equals
the pre-established total number of units to be transferred during the
nine-month period. The specified limit for the total units transferred
during the period is treated as a parameter of the model. This total
number of units is given, for each of the four products, in Exhibit
3. All units not transferred are considered to be complete through
Department II and are valued at full standard cost.
The simulation model is designed to represent the poor control
exercised over finished goods transfers. The model transfers all pro-
duction orders, except those overstated by more than twenty units, at
the reported Department II production count figure. (As previously
mentioned, however, the model uses control figures to determine the num-
ber of orders to be transferred.) Those production orders overstated
by more than twenty units are corrected by the model to the actual con-
trol count. This process assumes that the weigh-count operator only
corrects those production counts which are overstated by more than twenty
units. He is assumed to be lax in correcting production count errors
less than 21 units as machine operators are assumed to exert pressure
on him when they are unable to overstate production counts.
The model representation of the transfer process is based upon one
further assumption. The machine operators in Department II are assumed
to change, obscure, or mutilate the traveling production order in those
cases where the reported Department II production count exceeds the pro-
duction count reported in Department I. This situation eliminates obvious
3 3
'production count discrepancies and makes overstatements less apparent
to the weigh-count operator. As the production counts noted on the
number one copy of the production order are not compared to any other
documents, errors go unnoticed unless the count error is in excess of
twenty units.
Cost Accounting; Raw Material Receipts
The accounting procedures and controls related to pricing raw
material receipts stipulate that the standard raw material price is
entered on the accounts payable copy of the purchase order by the purchas-
ing agent. The accounts payable clerk uses this price to voucher the
raw material receipt for payment and entry to the inventory accounts.
It has been assumed that no errors occur in the accounts payable vouch-
ering process, but that poor control is exercised over the standard
cost file.
Weak control over the standard cost file is included in the design
of the simulation model. Poor control is assumed to result in the
erroneous application of raw material price standards to the purchase
order. This in turn results in erroneous vouchering of raw material
receipts and incorrect entries to the raw materials inventory.
The procedures resulting in erroneous applications of raw mate- .
rial price standards are represented by the model as stochastic pro-
cesses. The computer simulation program is designed to use the Monte
Carlo technique to determine which raw material receipts are to be
erroneously priced. The stochastic process is designed in such a man-
ner that each receipt processed has a ten per cent chance of being
erroneously priced. In processing a given receipt, the simulation pro-
gram first determines whether or not a pricing error is to occur. If
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the program determines that an error should occur, it applies the price
standard for a similar raw material. If, on the other hand, the pro-
gram determines that an error should not occur in pricing the shipment,
it applies the correct price standard. The correct and erroneous raw
material price standards are presented in Exhibit 7.
EXHIBIT 7
RAW MATERIAL PRICE STANDARDS; CORRECT AND ERRONEOUS
Raw Material Raw Material Raw Material Raw Material
Number 1 Number 2 Number 3 Number 4
Correct Price Standard $ 13.50 $ 16.70 $ 6.50 $ 8.00
Erroneous Price Standard $ 6.50 $ 8.00 $ 13.50 $ 16.70
As Figure 5 illustrates, an error in pricing a receipt of
Raw Material I always results in the application of the correct price
standard for Raw Material III and vice versa. The same reciprocal rela-
tionship is assumed for Raw Materials II and IV. This process is as-
sumed to simulate a situation which might result from misfiled standard
cost cards. It is assumed that Raw Materials I and III are similar to
one another as are Raw Materials II and IV.
Cost Accounting; Job Time Tickets
.
• and Material Requisitions
Weak control over the standard cost file is also assumed to affect
the reliability of accounting processes dealing with the application of
standard costs to job time tickets and material requisitions. The pro-
cedures resulting in erroneous applications of standard costs are repre-
sented by the model as stochastic processes.
The accounting procedures and controls, relating to the preparation
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and processing of job time tickets permit several job time tickets to
be issued for any one production order. As previously described, job
time tickets which apply to incomplete production orders are filed in
the cost accounting department in a temporary file until the production
order is completed. It is assumed that the cost accounting clerks con-
sult the standard cost file only in the case of the first job time
tickets issued by a given production department on a given production
order. All subsequent job time tickets generated by the same department
for the same production order are assumed to be costed by referring to
the first job ticket generated. This assumption permits the model to
process the entire series of job time tickets which apply to any one
production order as if they were one job time ticket.
The computer simulation program is designed to process the job time
tickets generated by Department I in the same manner that it processes
the time tickets generated by Department II. The program uses the Monte
Carlo technique to determine whether or not the job time tickets apply-
ing to a given production order are to be costed erroneously. The sto-
chastic process is designed so that each production order has a ten per
cent chance of an error occurring in the costing process. When the com-
puter program determines that an error is to occur, it improperly applies
to the job time ticket the direct labor hour and burden rates which apply
to a similar product. The correct and erroneous standards are presented
in Exhibit 8.
The computer program also uses the Monte Carlo technique to deter-
mine whether or not correct standard direct labor rates are to be applied
to the job time ticket. The stochastic process relating to the applica-
tion of direct labor rates is described in detail in the variable name
8dictionary of Appendix C.
The simulation model represents the raw material requisition cost-
ing process in a manner similar to that described for job time tickets.
A detailed description of the stochastic processes related to the costing
of raw material requisitions is given in the variable name dictionary
of Appendix C.
The stochastic processes applying to the costing of job time
tickets and material requisitions are assumed to simulate the tendency
of a system which might result from misfiled standard cost data.
The basic underlying assumption of the stochastic pricing process
is that Product I and Product II both carry the same identical part
number except that each of the two product's part numbers consists of
a different alphabetic prefix. The alphabetic prefix specifies the metal
alloy of the respective casting. The same similarities and differences
are assumed for Products II and IV„ Costing errors are thus assumed
to occur for two basic reasons (a) the cost clerk confuses the alphabetic
prefix and thus selects the part number with the inappropriate prefix,
and (b) the clerk selects the part number with the inappropriate prefix
because it has been misfiled in the inappropriate metal alloy category.
Cost Accounting; Finished Goods Transfers
The simulation model treats the standard costing process related
to transfers from work-in-process to finished goods inventory, in a manner
similar to that already explained for raw material receipts. The only
significant difference is that unitized standard costs of material,
labor and burden are used to relieve work-in-process inventory while
total unit standard costs (material + labor 4- burden) are used to charge
finished goods. The correct and erroneous standard cost parameters are
EXHIBIT 8




Correct dir. material std. $13.5000
Erroneous dir. material std.$ 6.5000
Direct Labor
.06Correct std. dir. lbr.
hrs./unit in Dept. I
Erroneous std. dir. lbr.
hrs./unit in Dept. I
Correct std. dir. lbr.
hrs./unit in Dept. II
Erroneous std. dir. lbr.
hrs./unit in Dept. II
Correct std. dir. lbr.
rate in Dept. I
Erroneous std. dir. lbr.
rate Number I in Dept. I
Erroneous std. dir. lbr.
rate Number II in Dept. I
Correct std. dir. lbr. rate $
in Dept. II
Erroneous std. dir. lbr.
rate Number I in Dept. II
Erroneous std. dir. lbr. $ 6.20











$ 6.20 $ 6.20
$ 6.00 $ 6.00
$ 5.60 $ 5.60
5.60 $ 5.60
$ 5.40 $ 5.40
$ 6.20
Product Product
Number 3 Number 4










$ 6.20 $ 6.20
$ 6.00 $ 6.00
$ 5.60 $ 5.60
$ 5.60 $ 5.60
$ 5.40 $ 5.40
$ 6.20 $ 6.20
This Exhibit is continued on the next page.
EXHIBIT 8 (Continued)
STANDARDS FOR PRODUCTION COSTING; CORRECT AND ERRONEOUS
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)irect Labor (Continued)
Correct std. dir. lbr.
cost/unit
Erroneous std. dir. lbr.
cost/unit
burden
Correct std. burden rates
for Dept. I; in dollars/
std. dir. lbr. hr.
Erroneous std. burden rates
for Dept. I; in dollars/
std. dir. lbr. hr.
Correct std. burden rates
for Dept II; in dollars/
std. dir. lbr. hr.
Erroneous std. burden rates
for Dept. II; in dollars/
std. dir. lbr. hr.




fotal Unit Standard Cost
Correct unit std. cost





























$ 12.85 $ 12.85 $ 11.40 $ 11.40
$ 11.40 $ 11.40 $ 12.85 $ 12.85
$ 51.55 $ 51.55 $ 44.05 $ 44.05






given in Exhibit 8.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA PRINTED BY THE SYSTEM SIMULATION PROGRAM
Samples of the data, printed out by the computer simulation pro-
gram, are included as Appendix D. All of the data generated by the pro-
gram are printed in summary form. The information included in the sum-
maries represents the results of the entire nine-months activity. As
previously explained, the information pertains only to activity related
to the selected four products and their component raw materials.
The reference numbers used in the print-out summaries do not
refer to actual document numbers which might be printed on any pre-
numbered form. Instead, the shipment number, receiver number, order
number and requisition number which appear on the summaries have been
provided to facilitate cross-referencing between summaries.
All transactions and documents appearing on the summaries are
assumed to be printed out in the same chronological sequence in which
they were processed by the firm, e.g.: shipment number one, appearing
on either of the shipment summaries represents the first shipment of
Raw Material I received during the nine-month period. Receiver number
one, which appears on the same summaries, is assumed to be the receiving
form prepared for shipment number one. Thus, numerical character one,
associated with receiver number one, is not meant to represent a docu-
ment number. In the same shipment summaries, shipment number two hundred
two represents the first shipment of Raw Material II received during
the period.. Shipment number two hundred three presents the second ship-
ment of the Raw Material II received.
Explanation of the "Summary of Shipments Received
and Receiving Forms Processed in Terms of Units"
This summary provides a detailed listing of all the shipments
of the four raw materials received by the firm during the period. It
also provides a corresponding list of the quantity counts noted on the
receiving form prepared for each shipment.
The "type of material" column indicates which of the four raw
materials was shipped. The "quantity shipped" column indicates how
many units of the raw material were actually included in the shipment.
This quantity is a CONTROL figure calculated by the model. The "quantity
received" column contains a quantity which represents the count that the
receiving and inspection personnel enter on the receiving form they pre-
pare for the shipment. The model uses this count to process the shipment
and update the raw material inventory.
Explanation of the "Summary of Shipments Received
and Receiving Forms Processed, Priced, and Extended
at Standard Cost"
This summary is a listing of the extended standard cost of each
shipment which appears in the summary of shipments received and receiving
reports processed. It is cross referenced to the unit shipment summary
schedule. The "extended standard cost" column appearing on the left
of the summary represents the CONTROL extension that the model computes
for each shipment processed (actual quantity received multiplied by the
correct raw material price standard). The "extended standard cost"
column appearing on the right of the summary represents the extended
standard cost. that appears on the accounts payable voucher prepared for
the shipment.
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Explanation of the "Production Order
Summary for the Period" for Departments One and Two
These summaries provide a detailed listing of data that represent
the information that would result from the processing of all the job
time tickets prepared during the period.
The "order number" appearing in the first column of the summary
serves as a reference number to a particular production order. As an
example: order number one refers to the first production order processed
during the period for product one. Order number two hundred twenty-eight
refers to the first production order processed during the period for pro-
duct two. Order two hundred twenty-nine refers to the second production
order processed during the period for product two.
The column labeled "units produced" contains the number of units
of product actually produced on a given production order. The model
uses this figure to maintain a CONTROL record of all transactions.
The column labeled "units reported" contains a quantity which represents
the production count that is noted on the job time tickets. This pro-
duction count applies to the production order referenced by the order
number.
The "direct labor hours reported" column contains an amount which
represents the total direct labor hours charged to the production order.
Machine operators enter this amount on the job time tickets they prepare.
Direct-labor-hours-charged is stated at the target amount for the actual
units produced. Target production is an assumption underlying the design
of the simulation model.
The column headed "direct labor charged work-in-process" contains
an amount representing the extended direct labor charge computed for the
job time tickets applying to the production order. This amount is computed
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i>y a cost accounting clerk. The cost clerk enters this amount on the job
time tickets.
The column headed burden-in-process contains the extended burden
charge computed for the job time tickets applying to the production
order. It is computed in the same manner as the direct labor charge.
Explanation of the "Material Requisition Summary"
The material requisition summary provides a detailed listing of
data which represents the information resulting from the preparation
and processing of all the material requisitions prepared during the
nine-month period.
The "requsition number" appearing in the first column of the
summary serves the same purpose as the production order summary order
number. Each requisition number applies to the material requisition
prepared for the production order carrying the same number. The "type
of material" column indicates the type of raw material requisitioned.
The "quantity used" column indicates the quantity of materials
actually used in the manufacture of the production order carrying the
same order number as the requisition number. The quantity used figure
is a CONTROL figure. The "quantity requisitioned" column contains the
quantity of material requisitioned for the manufacture of the correspon-
ding production order. As previously explained, units representing
the difference between the quantity requisitioned and the quantity used
are assumed to be returned to raw materials stores by the machine opera-
tors.
The three columns of the summary labeled "charged to work-in-
process" contain the information used to determine the standard cost
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charge to the work-in-process inventory. The standard column contains
the direct material standard used to compute the extended direct mate-
rial charge applicable to the production order. This extended charge
appears in the amount column. The far right column of the raw material
requisition summary contains the extended credit to raw materials inven-
tory, computed for the material requisition. The last four columns on
the right of the summary represent the information that is noted on
each material requisition by the cost accounting clerk. The information
in the rightmost two columns is summarized and posted to the inventory
accounts. •
Explanation of the "Summary of Production Orders
Transferred to Finished Goods"
The "summary of production orders transferred to finished goods"
is a detailed summary of all production orders transferred from work-
in-process to finished goods inventory during the period.
The "order number" serves the same purpose as the "order number"
appearing in the production order summary. There is a one to one cor-
respondence between production orders summarized in the production order
summary and production orders listed in the transfer summary.
The "units transferred" column contains the actual number of units
transferred for any given production order. The units transferred figure
is a CONTROL figure calculated by the simulation model. It agrees to
the figure in the "units produced" column of production summary. The
"units reported as transferred" column contains a quantity which repre-
sents the number of units transferred, reported on the number one copy
of the production order. As previously explained, this figure is entered
on the production order by the weigh-count operator.
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The rightmost four columns of the transfer summary represent the
extended standard cost amount of inventory charges and credits. These
amounts are computed by cost accounting clerks for each production order
transferred. The cost accounting clerks enter the amounts on the number
one copy of the transferred production order form. These charges and
credits are summarized and posted to the inventory accounts.
Explanation of the "Final Summary Report"
The final summary report presents the ending inventories generated
by the model in terms of units and at standard cost. In the left column
labeled "reported," the unreliable REPORTED simulated results are pre-
sented. In the right column, labeled "control," the CONTROL figures
are given. The CONTROL figures agree with the ending inventory balances
presented in Exhibit 2, 3, and 5. The REPORTED figures naturally
disagree with the CONTROL figures because of the stochastic processes
which affect the processing of REPORTED results.
It is assumed that the only financial inventory accounts main-
tained by the company are total raw materials, total work-in-process,
and total finished goods. More detailed results are presented in the
final summary report so that the total combined operating characteristics
of the model can be more easily understood.
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FIGURE 6.
INVENTORY ACCOUNTING AND CONTROL
AUDIT PROGRAM
1. Ascertain the degree of accuracy of quantity counts recorded
on the receiving form. For each shipment listed on the
SUMMARY OF SHIPMENTS RECEIVED AND RECEIVING REPORTS PROCESSED
IN TERMS OF UNITS, verify the quantity received by comparing
it to the quantity shipped. List all exceptions on an audit
work paper.
2. Determine the extent of the reliability of cost accounting
procedures related to the pricing of raw materials received.
For each shipment listed on the SUMMARY OF SHIPMENTS RECEIVED
AND RECEIVING FORMS PROCESSES PRICED AND EXTENDED AT STANDARD
COST, verify the extended standard cost computation. This
can be accomplished by extending the quantity received (which
appears on the UNIT shipment summary) by the correct standard
material price. Standard material prices are presented in
Exhibit 7. List all exceptions on an audit work paper.
3. Ascertain the degree of accuracy of the production counts
reported by Departments I and II. For each production order
listed on the PRODUCTION ORDER SUMMARY FOR THE PERIOD, perform
the following procedures:
a. Verify all of the production counts reported by Department
I. This can be accomplished by comparing the units
reported on the Department I summary to the units reported
on the same summary. List all exceptions noted on an audit
work paper.
b. Having completed step "a" above, verify the production
count reported by Department II. This can be accomplished
by comparing the units reported on the Department II
summary to both the units reported and the units produced
for the corresponding production order appearing on the
Department I summary.
c. Determine the extent of the reliability of cost accounting
procedures related to the costing of job time tickets. For
each production order appearing on the PRODUCTION ORDER SUM-
MARY FOR THE PERIOD for Departments I and II, verify the
extended labor and burden calculation. List all exceptions
noted on an audit working paper. Correct labor and burden
standards are presented in Exhibit 8.
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4. Ascertain the degree of the reliability of accounting proce-
dures and controls related to the processing of material
requisitions. For each material requisition listed on the
MATERIAL REQUISITION SUMMARY, perform the following procedures:
a. Verify the quantity of material requisitioned as reported
on each material requisition form processed during the
period. This can be accomplished by comparing the "quantity
requisitioned" on the MATERIAL REQUISITION SUMMARY to the
"units reported" on the PRODUCTION ORDER SUMMARY FOR THE
PERIOD FOR DEPARTMENT I. (There is a one to one correspon-
dence between the material requisition number and the
corresponding production order number). List all excep-
tions on an audit work paper.
b. Ascertain the quantity of materials actually used to produce
each production order processed during the period. The
quantity of materials actually used to produce a given pro-
duction order is the same as the "units produced" figure
which appears on the PRODUCTION ORDER SUMMARY FOR THE PERIOD
FOR DEPARTMENT I. List all cases where the quantity requisi-
tioned differs from the quantity of raw materials used.
Where the quantity requisitioned exceeds the quantity used,
the difference can be assumed to represent unauthorized
returns to raw materials stores. These unauthorized returns
can further be assumed not to have been recorded on the
financial records.
c. Determine the extent of the reliability of cost accounting
procedures related to the costing of all material requisi-
tions processed during the period. Correct standard costs
are presented in Exhibit 8. List all exceptions on an
audit work paper.
5. Ascertain the degree of the reliability of accounting procedures
and controls related to the processing of production orders trans-
ferred to finished goods inventory during the period. For each
production order transferred during the period, listed on the
SUMMARY OF PRODUCTION ORDERS TRANSFERRED TO FINISHED GOODS; per-
form the following procedures:
a. Ascertain the degree of the effectiveness of the weigh-count
operation. Verify the "units reported as transferred" by the
weigh-count operator. This can be accomplished by comparing
the "units reported as transferred" figure, for each produc-
tion order transferred, to the "units transferred" figure
which appear on the same summary. List all exceptions noted
on an audit work paper.
b. Ascertain the extent of the reliability of cost accounting
procedures related to the costing of finished goods trans-
fers. Verify the extended inventory charges and credits
computed for each production order transferred. Correct
standard costs are presented in Exhibit 8.
by
Determine the accuracy of adjustments made for correction
notices generated by the weigh- count operation. Isolate
all production orders for which correction notices were
generated. This can be accomplished by comparing the "units
reported as transferred" figure for each production order
to the units reported figure on the PRODUCTION ORDER SUMMARY
FOR THE PERIOD FOR DEPARTMENT II. Any differences constitute
corrections. The firm adjusts for all correction notices by
applying correct accumulated full standard cost to the differ-
ence in production count which has been disclosed by the
weigh- counter. Determine whether or not this technique is
appropriate for the order in question. List all exceptions








DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURES WHICH APPLY TO THE RESPECTIVE PROCESSING




NUMBER DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE
1. Start program.
2. Initialize computer memory.
3. Set parameters in memory.
4. DO; for each of the four types of raw material.
5. Generate the actual quantity shipped for each raw material ship-
ment received during the nine-month period.
6. DO; for each of the four types of raw material.
7. . DO; for each shipment received during the nine-month period.
8. Generate the unreliable quantities, assumed to be reported as
received on the receiving form for each shipment.
9. Print the SUMMARY OF SHIPMENTS RECEIVED AND RECEIVING REPORTS
PROCESSED IN TERMS OF UNITS.
10. DO; for each of the four types of raw material.
11. DO; for each shipment received during the nine-month period.
12. (a) Apply the correct raw material standard price to the
quantity actually shipped.
(b) Apply unreliable raw material standard prices to the
quantities generated in step 8.
13. Update the REPORTED financial raw material inventory account for
the extended result of (b) in step 12; update the CONTROL financial







14. ..' Print the SUMMARY OF SHIPMENTS RECEIVED AND RECEIVING FORMS
PROCESSED, PRICED AND EXTENDED AT STANDARD COST.
15. DO; for each of the four types of product.
16. Generate the quantity of units actually produced on a production
order.
17. Generate unreliable production counts for Departments I and II
which apply to the production order generated in step 16.
18. Compute unreliable Department I and II standard direct labor hours
for the production order generated in step 16.
19. Compute the correct standard direct labor hours for the production
order generated in step 16.
20. Is the accumulated quantity of units generated in step 16 equal
to the total units to be produced for this product type?
21. DO; for each of the four types of products.
22. DO; for each production order previously generated.
23. Compute the unreliable extended Department I direct labor charge
for each production order generated in step 16.
24. Compute the unreliable extended Department I burden charge for
each production order generated in step 16.
25. Compute the correct extended Department I direct labor and burden
charges for each production order generated in step 16.
26. Update the REPORTED work-in-process inventory account for the un-
reliable charges determined in steps 23 and 24; update the CONTROL
work-in-process account for the charges computed in step 25.










28. DO; for each of the four types of product.
29. DO; for each production order previously generated in step 16.
30. Compute the unreliable extended Department II direct labor charge
for each production order generated in step 16.
31. Compute the unreliable extended Department II burden charge for
each production order generated in step 16.
32. Compute the correct extended Department II direct labor and
burden charges for each production order generated in step 16.
33. Update the REPORTED work-in-process inventory account for the
unreliable charges determined in steps 30 and 31; update the
CONTROL work-in-process inventory account for the charges computed
in step 32.
34. Pri-nt the PRODUCTION ORDER SUMMARY FOR THE PERIOD FOR DEPARTMENT II
35. DO; for each of the four types of product.
36. DO; for each production order generated in step 16.
37. Determine the actual quantity of raw material used to produce the
order.
38. Generate the quantity of raw material requisitioned to produce
the production order.
39. Extend the quantities generated in step 38 by unreliable material
standard costs.
40. Extend the quantities generated in step 37 by correct material
standard costs.
41. Update the REPORTED work-in-process inventory for the unreliable
credits computed in step 39; update the CONTROL work-in-process


















A2. . Update the REPORTED perpetual unit records for the withdrawal of
the quantities generated in step 38; udate the CONTROL perpetual
unit records for the withdrawal of the quantities generated in
step 37.
43. Print the MATERIAL REQUISITION SUMMARY.
44. DO; for each of the four types of raw material.
45. Calculate the ending balances for the REPORTED and CONTROL perpetual
unit records of each type of raw material.
46. Calculate the ending balances for the REPORTED and CONTROL financial
inventory accounts for raw materials, by raw material type.
47. DO; for each of the four types of raw material.
48. Calculate the ending balance for the REPORTED and CONTROL financial
inventory account for all four raw materials combined.
49. DO; for each of the four types of product.
50. DO; for each production order scheduled to be transferred.
51. Is the Department II production count for this production
order overstated by more than 20 units?
52. Correct the production count on this order.
53. Update the REPORTED and CONTROL finished goods perpetual unit re-
cords for the correct quantity of products actually transferred.
54. Update the REPORTED work-in-process perpetual unit records for
the unreliable Department II production count; update the CONTROL
work-in-process perpetual unit records for the actual quantity
transferred.
55. Apply unreliable standard costs to the production order transferred.
61. Update the REPORTED finished goods perpetual stock control records
for the Department II production count transferred; update the
CONTROL for the actual quantity transferred.
62. Update the REPORTED work-in-process perpetual unit records for
the Department II production count transferred.
63. Apply unreliable standard costs to the Department II production
count transferred.







56. Apply correct standard costs to the actual number of units
transferred.
57. Update the REPORTED finished goods inventory account for the
extended values computed in step 55; update the CONTROL finished
goods inventory account for the correct extended standard cost
of the quantities actually transferred.
58. Update the CONTROL work-in-process inventory for the correct
extended standard cost of the quantities actually transferred.
59. Update the REPORTED work-in-process inventory for the
extended values computed in step 55.
60. Print the SUMMARY OF PRODUCTION ORDERS TRANSFERRED TO FINISHED
GOODS.
65. Update the REPORTED finished goods inventory for the extended
values determined in step 63; update the CONTROL finished goods
inventory for the extended values determined in step 64.
66. Update the CONTROL work-in-process inventory for the extended
values determined in step 64.
67. Update the REPORTED work-in-process inventory for the extended
values determined in step 63.
68. Print the SUMMARY OF PRODUCTION ORDERS TRANSFERRED TO FINISHED
GOODS.






70. .. Determine the ending balances of the REPORTED and CONTROL finished
goods inventories.
71. Determine the ending balances of the REPORTED and CONTROL work-in-
process inventories.
72. Print the FINAL SUMMARY REPORT.
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* JOB (I, J)
= Units of the Jth raw material received by the
company in the Kth shipment of the Jth raw
material.
Where J=1...4, and K is bounded at its upper
limit by the parameter RAW (J)
.
= Units of the Ith product produced in relation to
the Jth production order issued for the Ith product.
Where 1=1.,. 4, and J is bounded at its upper limit




* DLH1 (I, J)





The direct labor-in-process account.
Allowable standard direct labor hours for Department
I operations performed on the Jth production order
issued for the Ith product.
Where 1=1... A, and J is bounded at its upper limit
by WIP (I).
Same as DLH1 except, DLH2 applies to Department II
operations.
REPORTED allowable standard direct labor hours for
Department I operations performed on the Jth produc-
tion order issued for the Ith product.
Where 1=1... 4, and J is bounded at its upper limit
by WIP (I).
Same as EDLHl except, EDLH2 applies to Department II
operations.
* Represents a control variable.
EEJOB (I, J)
10G
REPORTED production count, entered on the job
time ticket and production order by the machine
operators in Department II. Production count
EEJOB (I, J) applies specifically to the Jth pro-
duction order issued for the Ith product.




REPORTED ending finished goods inventory; carried
at full standard cost.
REPORTED finished goods inventory of the Ith pro-
duct; carried at standard cost.
Where 1=1.. .4.
EFTMTL REPORTED combined ending raw materials inventory;
carried at standard cost.
EJOB (I, J) = REPORTED production count, entered on the job time
ticket and production order by the machine operators
in Department I. Production count EJOB (I, J)
applies specifically to the Jth production order
issued for the Ith product.
Where 1=1... 4, and J is bounded at its upper limit
by WIP (I).
EQWIP (I) = REPORTED units of the Ith product in the work-in-
process inventory.
Where 1=1. . .4.
ERM (J,K) = Units of the Jth raw material REPORTED as received
in the Kth shipment of the Jth raw material.
Where J=1...4, and K is bounded at its upper limit
by the parameter RAW (J).
ETMTL (I) REPORTED inventory of the Ith raw material; carried
at standard cost.
Where 1=1. . .4.
ETQMTL (I) = REPORTED units of the Ith raw material included in
the raw material inventory.
Where 1=1. . .4.
* FG The total ending inventory of finished goods; carried
at full standard cost.
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' * FGI (I) The finished goods inventory of the Ith product;




REPORTED inventory of material -in- process; carried
at standard cost.
For each production order transferred from work-in-
process to finished goods inventory, FGI represents
the REPORTED charge to finished goods for the total





For each production order transferred from work -in
-
process to finished goods inventory, FG2 represents
the REPORTED credit to the material-in-process
inventory for the total standard material cost of
units transferred.
For each production order transferred from work-in-
process to finished goods inventory, FG3 represents
the REPORTED credit to labor-in-process for the
total standard labor cost of the units transferred.
For each production order transferred from work-in-
process to finished goods inventory, FG4 represents
the REPORTED credit to burden-in-process for the
total standard burden cost of the units transferred.
For each production order transferred from work-in-
process to finished goods inventory, FG5 represents




The total combined ending inventory of raw materials;
carried at standard cost.
The quantity of the Ith product included in the
finished goods inventory.
*
Where 1=1. . .4.





REPORTED quantity of raw materials requisitioned in
connection with any one production order.
The quantity of raw materials used in the manufac-
turing of any one production order.
MWIPC
QWIP (I)
» REPORTED quantity of raw materials charged to * >0
work-in-process in connection with the manufac-
turing of any one.production order.
= The quantity of the Ith product included in the
work-in-process inventory.
Where 1=1... 4.
SUMA « The ending material-in-process inventory; carried
at standard cost.
SUMATl (I) = The material-in-process inventory for the Ith




«= • REPORTED combined ending work-in-process inventory;
carried at standard cost. (Includes material, labor
and burden-in-process.)





= The combined, ending, work-in-process inventory;
carried at standard cost. (Includes material, labor
and burden- in-process.)
= REPORTED burden-in-process inventory; carried at
standard cost.
WIPCH REPORTED charge to direct labor -in- process at stan-
dard cost. The charge is calculated from the. job
time tickets issued for any one given production
order.
WIPCHB REPORTED charge to burden-in-process at standard
cost. The charge is calculated from the job




REPORTED charge to material-in-process at standard
cost. The charge is calculated from the material
requisition issued for a given production order.








An octal number which designates the point at
which the computer pseudo-random number generator
stopped at the end of the simulation.
A switch set equal to 2 if errors occur in the
costing of a Department I job time ticket apply-
ing to the Jth production order issued for the
Ith product. If no costing error occurs, the
switch is set equal to 1*.
Where 1=1...4, and J is bounded at its upper limit
by the parameter WIP (I).
A switch which functions the same as CK1 (I, J)
except CK2 (I, J) applies to job time tickets
issued by Department II.
REPORTED accumulated quantity of the Ith raw





= The amount of a production count error disclosed
by the weigh counting procedure.
= An index counter.
= A variable which takes on the value of other
status variables including NO (J), NO (I) and
NP (I). The value of IN places a limit on the
number of various transactions generated by the
model.
ISPLIT (I) Units of Product I not transferred to finished
goods along with other units of Product I con-
tained in the same production order. ISPLIT (I)
only applies to the last production order trans-





A variable used to accumulate the number of units
of the Ith product transferred from work-in-process
to finished goods inventory. Production orders for
the Ith product are chronologically transferred up
to the point that JOBC (I) equals or exceeds the
limiting parameter TRAN (I). TRAN (I) establishes










** An index counter.
An index counter.
*» An index counter.
« The amount of a quantity reporting error. The
error may occur in checking in a shipment of raw
material or it may occur in recording a production
count.
» The same as IN. See IN for details.
*= An index counter which captures the index number












Same as NO (I) described above.
A variable defined to be an integer in the computer
model. P is used to indicate whether or not correct
standard costs are to be applied to a given trans-
action. For all standard cost applications except
direct labor rates; if P=l, correct standard costs
are applied to the transaction. If P=2, however,
incorrect standard costs are applied. In the case
of the application of direct labor rates; if P=4,
correct standard direct labor rates are applied.
If P=l or 2 erroneous rates are applied.
The quantity of the Ith raw material used in produc-
tion during the period.
Where 1=1.. .4.
Uniformly distributed, pseudo-random numbers with
values between and 1. These numbers are gener-
ated from the C.D.C. 6600 RAN (0) random number
generator.
The raw material standard cost applied to the Jth
shipment of the Ith raw material.
Where 1=1. ..4, and J is bounded at its upper limit
by RAW (J).
lit
SUMA 2 (I) REPORTED total quantity of the Ith raw material
requisitioned into production during the period
at extended standard cost.




An accumulator for total units of raw material
shipped.
An accumulator for total units of raw material
shipped.
An accumulator for total units of product manu-
factured.
TRIGGER A switch which is used to stop the processing of
production orders being transferred to finished
goods inventory. If TRIGGER equals 0, production
orders are transferred chronologically by product
type. When the accumulated transferred units of
the Ith product equals or exceeds TRAN (I), TRIGGER
is re-set to 1 and transfers end on product I. The
processing then proceeds to product type 1+1 and
TRIGGER is re- set to 0.
XI
X2
A normal deviate used in generating shipments of
raw materials. Shipment sizes are assumed to
follow a normal distribution with a given mean
and standard deviation. The mean and standard
deviation are established by the parameters EX (J)
and STD (J) respectively.
A normal deviate used to generate production order
quantities. Production order sizes are assumed to
follow a normal distribution with a mean of 150
units and a standard deviation of 35 units.
EX (J)
PARAMETERS
The mean of the normal distribution used to generate
individual shipments of the Jth raw material.
Where J=l. . .4.
PRAW (I,P) The Pth standard cost for the Ith raw material. If
p equals 1 PRAW (1,1) indicates the proper raw
material standard. If p equals 2, PRAW (1,2) indi-
cates an incorrect raw material standard by referenc-










Where 1=1... 4, and P=l or 2.
= The quantity of the Ith product included in the
initial beginning work-in-process inventory of
Department I.
Where 1=1... 4.
= The quantity of the Ith product included in the
initial beginning work-in-process inventory of
Department II.
Where 1=1.. .4.
= Parameter establishing the total units of the Ith
raw material to be shipped during the period.
Where 1=1... 4.
= The Pth burden rate for the Kth producing depart-
ment applying to the Ith product.
Where 1=1... 4, K=l or 2, and P=l or 2.
= The Pth direct labor hour standard for the Kth
department applying to the Ith product.
Where 1=1... 4, K=l or 2 and P=l or 2.
= The Pth standard direct labor rate for the Kth
department.
Where K=l or 2 and P=l, 2, or 4.
= The Pth total unit standard cost of the Ith product.
Where 1=1... 4, and P=l or 2.
= The Pth burden unit standard cost for the Ith
product.
Where 1=1... 4, and P=l or 2.
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STCPL (I,P) . = The Pth direct labor unit standard cost for the
Ith product.
STCPM (I,P)
Where 1=1... 4, and P=l or 2.
= The Pth material unit standard cost for the Ith
product.





The standard deviation of the normal distribution
used to generate individual shipments of the Jth
raw material.
Where J=l. . .4.
The ACTUAL total quantity of the Ith product to
be transferred from work-in-process to finished
goods inventory during the period.
Where 1=1. . .4.
The ACTUAL total quantity of the Ith product to
be produced during the period. WIP (I) sets the
upper boundary on the individual production orders
generated for the Ith product.
Where 1=1. . .A.
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
f (ERROR) There is no specified probability density function
for the discovery of production count errors on
production orders transferred from work-in-process
to finished goods inventory. It is assumed that
the weigh count operator discovers all errors on
those production orders which are overstated by
more than 20 units.
f (JOB) The density function which determines the size of
individual production orders. (Number of units
actually produced.) Production order sizes are
assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of
150 units and a standard deviation of 35 units.
f (MISCOU) In the case of the receiving and inspection depart-
ment, the probability density function, determining
the occurrence of quantity count errors, is a
discrete empirical distribution. Errors are speci-
fied to occur on 25 percent of the shipments
received during the period. All shipments have an
equal likelihood of being erroneously recorded.
When an error occurs it is always assumed to be an
understatement in the amount of 10 percent of the
actual quantity shipped.
In the case of producing Department I, the proba-
bility density function, determining the occur-
rence of an error in recording the production count
for a given production order, is a discrete empir-
ical distribution. Errors are specified to occur
on 15 percent of the product j i orders that are
processed in Department I during the period. All
production orders processed have an equal likeli-
hood of being erroneously recorded. Given that
an error occurs in Department I, it is always
assumed to be an overstatement of the production
count. The amount of the overstatement is always
10 percent of the actual quantity produced on the
order being processed.
In the case of producing Department II, the proba-
bility density function, determining the occurrence
of an error in recording the production count for a
' given order, is also a discrete empirical distribu-
tion. The distribution for Department II depends
upon the distribution specified for Department I.
All production orders processed by Department II,
which were erroneously reported by Department I
are reported by Department II at the incorrect
Department I count. In addition to these errors,
Department II overstates the production count on
8 percent of the remaining production orders not
erroneously reported by Department I. These orders
are overstated by 5 percent of the actual quantity
produced.
f (PRAW) The probability density function determining the
occurrence of an error in costing individual raw
material shipments. The density function is a
discrete empirical distribution. The distribution
specifies that costing errors occur on 10 percent
of the shipments processed during the period. All
shipments have an equal likelihood of being erro-
neously priced. When an error occurs a standard
cost for a raw material, similar to the one
included in the shipment, is used to cost the
shipment and update the raw material inventory.
The erroneous standard cost may be greater or
less than the correct standard cost depending
upon the specific material involved.
f (SDLH, SBR) = The probability density function which determines
the occurrence of an error in applying direct labor
and burden rate standards. This probability
density function is an empirical discrete distribu-
tion. The distribution specifies that costing
errors occur on 8 percent of the job-time- tickets
prepared by Department I and Department II. All
job-time-tickets processed have an equal likelihood
of being erroneously costed. When an error occurs,
standards for a product similar to the product
involved are applied to the job ticket being pro-




charges to labor and burden- in-process greatdr
or less than those that would result if correct
standards were applied.
The probability density function which determines
the occurrence of an error in applying standard
direct labor rates to job-time-tickets prepared
by Departments I and II. This probability density
function is an empirical discrete distribution.
The distribution specifies that errors occur on
the costing of 10 percent of the job- time- tickets
processed. All job tickets processed have an
equal likelihood of being erroneously costed.
When an error occurs, 50 percent of them result
in the application of an obsolete direct labor
rate. The other 50 percent of the errors result




The probability density function which determines
the occurrence of an error in applying standard
unit costs to production orders transferred from
work- in- process to finished goods inventory. This
probability function is an empirical discrete dis-
tribution. The distribution specifies that errors
occur in the costing of 8 percent of the production
orders transferred during the period. Each produc-
tion order transferred has an equal likelihood of
being erroneously priced. When an error occurs
unit standard costs for an incorrect similar product
are applied to the production order being processed.
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APPENDIX D
SAMPLES OF THE DATA PRINTED
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APPENDIX F
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APPENDIX H
PLOT QF THE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF
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